Given a set of request pairs in a network, the problem of routing virtual circuits with low congestion is to connect each pair by a path so that few paths use the same link in the network. We build on an earlier multicommodity ow based approach of Leighton & Rao to show that \short" ow-paths lead to path-selections with \low" congestion. This shows that such good p ath-selections exist for constant-degree expanders with \strong" expansion, generalizing a result of Broder, Frieze & Upfal. We also show, for innitely many n, n-vertex undirected g r aphs G n along with a set T of connection requests, such that: (a) T is fractionally realizable using ow-paths that impose a (fractional) congestion of at most 1; but (b) any rounding of such a ow to the given set of ow-paths, l e ads to a congestion of (log n= loglog n). This is progress on a long-standing open problem.
paths, bandwidth allocation, and related algorithmic problems on networks. We consider the problem of setting up low congestion \circuits" (paths) in a network. That is, given a set of requests pairs in a network, we wish to determine whether a set of paths can be routed between each request pair such that very few paths use the same wire. The natural linear relaxation of the circuit switching problem is a multicommodity o w problem. In this paper, we study the use of this relaxation to produce a solution to the circuit switching problem.
Suppose we are given a graph G and a (set or multiset) T = f(s i ; t i ) : 1 i k g of pairs of vertices of G. A sub-(multi-)set T 0 of T is termed realizable if the pairs of vertices in T 0 can be connected in G by m utually edge-disjoint paths. The classical maximum disjoint paths problem is to nd a realizable sub-(multi-)set of T of maximum cardinality. This is one of Karp's original NP-hard problems, and has resisted attempts at showing good approximability; the problem is NP-hard even when restricted to cubic planar graphs. Also, much of the diculty in admission control and virtual-circuit routing in communication networks stems from the lack of good heuristics for the disjoint paths problem [9] . Raghavan and Thompson obtained nearly optimal results on the related problem where each edge can support a logarithmic number of paths rather than a constant n umber of paths: their idea is to solve the fractional version of the problem and then probabilistically \round" the solution to an integral solution [16] . We follow this outline in this paper.
An alternative method is based on using random walks in a graph to select candidate paths, and then to probabilistically select from this set. This method has been used by Broder, Frieze and Upfal [6] in the setting of expander graphs. They give a polynomial time algorithm that nds disjoint paths between any O(n= log c n) pairs of nodes in a suciently strong expander. Recently, they have used similar ideas to prove a better existential result [7] : the result is that any set of c 0 n= log 2 n disjoint requests can be routed using edge-disjoint paths, where c 0 > 0 is a constant that depends only on the expansion properties of the graph. This technique has also been used by Broder, Frieze, Suen, and Upfal [4, 5 ] t o g i v e results that are constant factor of optimal for both node-disjoint and edge-disjoint paths on a certain set of random graphs (with nonconstant degree).
Our Results
Our work belongs to the more general area of rounding fractional ows to integral ows; by applying these results with the methods developed earlier in [6, 12] , we get our results for expanders. So, we present our general rounding results rst. Suppose we are given a (directed or undirected) graph G = ( V;E) and a (set or multiset) T = f(s i ; t i ) : 1 i k g of pairs of vertices of G. Let jV j = n and jEj = m. We are required to connect each ( s i ; t i ) pair by one path in G, so that the congestion|the maximumnumber of paths using any given edge of G|is minimized. This is a well-known NP-hard problem with applications in routing and VLSI design. A well-known approach is to start with its multicommodity ow relaxation: nding the smallest positive real (T ) such that we can ship one unit of ow from each s i to t i subject to no edge having to carry a total of more than (T ) o w. That is, we relax the \integrality" constraint o f either choosing one path or none at all for each (s i ; t i ), to its fractional counterpart. This relaxation is a linear program and hence can be solved/approximated eciently, and its optimum (T ) is clearly a lower bound on the integral congestion (T ).
How m a y w e \round" a given fractional ow t o a good integral ow, i.e., an integral ow o f l o w congestion? In the positive direction, the following randomized rounding approach i s w ell-known [16] . Given a fractional ow F of congestion (i.e., maximum total ow using any given edge) C, w e may rst decompose it into a set of at most m ow paths, by standard \ow decomposition" [1] . In other words, we can eciently construct, for each i, at most m paths P i;1 ; P i;2 ; : : : , each connecting s i to t i and with path P i;j carrying a ow z i;j 0. The \unit ow" condition implies that 8i, P j z i;j = 1; the congestion constraint implies that 8f 2 E; X i;j:f2Pi;j z i;j C:
The standard randomized rounding approach i s to pick, for each i, precisely one path P i;j : path P i;j is chosen with probability z i;j , and the random choices for dierent i are independent. By an application of the Cherno bound, it can be seen that if, e.g., C = 1, then the congestion resulting from randomized rounding is at most O(log n= loglogn), with high probability; this can also be derandomized.
It is a major open question if such a congestion bound can be improved. Parameterizing the problem appropriately can help bring improvements. One such useful parametrization is that of the dilation D of the fractional ow F, dened to be the maximum length of any of the paths P i;j . Improvements on the above Cherno-based congestion bound when D is n o1 , h a v e been presented in [19] ; these results work best when the fractional congestion C is (1). We complement this by w orking with the case where C = o(1), which is the case, for instance, for routing with very low congestion on graphs. Our parameterization is also based on D, and our rst main result is as follows, where e denotes the base of the natural logarithm:
Theorem 1: Let G be an arbitrary directed or undirected graph. Given a fractional ow F of congestion C and dilation D, let B be any positive integer such that 3(B +1 ) DC B B!. Then, there exists a way of rounding F wherein we choose one of the ow paths P i;j for each pair (s i ; t i ) , such that the maximum number of paths using any edge of the graph is at most B.
This theorem improves upon all similar theorems shown in [12] . It is also existentially optimal to within a constant factor for B = 1 : i t is not hard to construct instances of graphs and fractional ows wherein C = (1=D), such that there is no way o f c hoosing one ow path for each ( s i ; t i ) with all the chosen paths being edgedisjoint. that the maximum number of paths using any edge of the graph is at most B.
Theorem 6 uses this corollary along with the work of Leighton & Rao [12] to yield our improved routing results for expanders. Theorem 6 shows that for any constant-degree n-vertex expander G with suitably strong expansion properties, there is a constant c 1 > 0 that depends only on the expansion of G such that any set of at most c 1 n= log 1+1=B n disjoint requests can be routed in G with congestion at most B. This generalizes a corresponding result from [7] that works for the case of B = 1 : i t w as shown in [7] that such expanders G can support edge-disjoint paths for up to c 0 n= log 2 n disjoint requests, where c 0 > 0 i s a constant that depends only on the expansion of G.
Our second family of results are on the negative side. Recall from above that if (T ) 1, then any integral ow o n G n for T has a congestion of (log n= loglog n); any integral ow o n H n where for each (s i ; t i ) , one of the paths P i;j is chosen, leads to a congestion of (log n= loglogn).
The proofs of these rounding results are shown in Section 2; the application to low-congestion routing on expanders is discussed in Section 3.
Proofs of Theorems
We rst recall the classical Lov asz Local Lemma be the largest multiple of =m that is no larger than z i;j ; replace P i;j by z 0 i;j m= copies of itself, each o f t h e copies carrying a ow of precisely =m. Since this process cannot increase any o w, it is clear that the fractional congestion on any edge is still at most C. H o w many o w paths do we h a v e for each ( s i ; t i ) pair now? Recall, for each i, that since each of the new ow-paths carries a ow o f exactly =m, w e h a v e at least m(1 )= ow paths for each i. In the rest of this proof, \ow paths" shall refer to these newly constructed ow paths P 0 i;j . Our randomized rounding process is now simple: independently for each ( s i ; t i ) pair, pick one of its ow paths uniformly at random. We n o w use the Lov asz Local Lemma to show that with positive probability, the congestion on any edge f 2 E is at most B. The crucial idea here is the right c hoice of \bad" events. For each edge f 2 E and every set of B + 1 o w paths that use it, associate one bad event that says that all these B +1 paths get chosen by our random process. It clearly suces to show that with positive probability, w e a v oid all of these bad events.
To use Lemma 4, we need to bound the probability o f a n y given bad event, and bound the \de-pendence" b in our system of bad events. Given a bad event, if two of the paths in it are for the same (s i ; t i ) pair, the probability of the event is clearly 0. Otherwise, since there are at least m(1 )= ow paths for each ( s i ; t i ) pair, the probability of the event is at most F or how many c hoices of r 2 ; r 3 ; : : : ; r B +1 and s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : ; s B +1 do we h a v e a bad event of the form E 0 ? N o w, there are at most m= choices for s 1 ; x a n y such c hoice. The path P 0 r1 ;s1 passes through at most D edges, and each edge has at most mC= ow paths using it. Thus, the number of bad events of the form E 0 is at most (2), (3) and (4), we see that we a v oid all the bad events with positive probability, i.e., there exists a rounding that makes the congestion at most B. A fractional ow with low congestion is as follows. Let s and t denote the source and sink vertices respectively at the top level of the construction. Send 1=k ow o n e a c h o f t h e k paths (s; v in=k ; v in=k+1 ; : : : ; v i +1n=k ; t ), for 0 i k 1; the lower levels of the recursion can be handled the same way. T h us, since the congestion on any edge from each level of the recursion is at most 1=k, the maximum fractional congestion is at most d=k, which can be made smaller than 1= log c n by taking c 0 1 suitably large.
What about integral ows? Let s and t be the source and sink vertices respectively at the top level of the construction. Note that any directed (s; t)-path must use all of the vertices in (v in=k ; v in=k+1 ; : : : ; v i +1n=k ), for some i. The idea now is to recurse on the path (v in=k ; v in=k+1 ; : : : ; v i +1n=k ). Continuing this way, w e see that some edge must have congestion equaling the depth of the construction, i.e., congestion d = (log n= loglog n). Finally, the construction for H n is very similar, except that all the arcs above become undirected edges, and that all the directed fractional ow paths constructed above become undirected fractional ow paths. 2 3 Results for Constant Degree Expanders
We start with some denitions.
Denition 1:
A graph G = ( V;E)is a -expander graph if for any subset S of V where jSj < jV j=jj then size of N(S) S is at least min(jSj; jV j=jj): Denition 2:
A graph G = ( V;E) is a triple expander graph if the edges E can be partitioned into three sets E 1 ,E 2 , and E 3 where G 1 = ( V;E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 )and G 3 = ( V;E 3 )are expanders.
The above denitions are simplied for our convenience. Given a more general denition of expander one can show that any suciently good expander is a triple expander [6] .
We n o w summarize some of the results of [12] as a theorem relevant for us:
Theorem 5 : ([12]) Suppose we a re given a routing problem with any set T of k disjoint pairs of requests on a triple expander G = ( V;E); let jV j = n. Suppose, for some integer B 1 and any routing request T 0 on G, that a fractional ow for T 0 with congestion c 2 k(log n)=n and dilation c 3 log n can be converted into an integral ow f o r T 0 , with congestion at most B (c 2 ; c 3 > 0a re constants that depend only on the expansion of G, and not on n). Then, T can be routed on G with congestion at most B.
Substituting C = c 2 k(logn)=n and D = c 3 logn in the statement of Corollary 2, we get our main result for expanders: Theorem 6: Given any triple expander G = (V;E), let jV j = n. There is a constant c 1 > 0 that depends only on the expansion of G and not on n, such that any set of at most c 1 n= log 1+1=B n disjoint requests can be routed with congestion at most B.
As mentioned before, the case B = 1 matches a result from [7] , but our results for B > 1 are new, and thus generalize the result of [7] . (It is shown in [7] that any set of up to c 0 n= log 2 n disjoint requests can be routed in an edge-disjoint fashion{i.e., with congestion 1|in G.) Moreover, we can make the above routing result constructive via the approach o f [ 3 , 2 ] b y a losing a bit in the congestion bound; we shall present these results in the full version.
Conclusions and Open Questions
In this work, we h a v e shown further progress on the routing capacity of suitably strong expander graphs under limited edge-capacity. A v ery interesting question is to study is the tightness of these results. It is not hard to check that any boundeddegree n-vertex graph can support edge-disjoint paths only for up to O(n= logn) pairs of connection requests. The results of [7] as well as ours, proven using very dierent means, give the lower bound of (n= log 2 n). Is this tight? Another open question in the case of expanders is to come up with good constructive results for these problems, particularly for the case of edgedisjoint paths. As mentioned above, application of the Beck-Alon framework [3, 2 ] m a k es us lose a bit in the congestion bound; in particular, the case of congestion 1 (edge-disjoint paths) seems hard to handle by using this approach directly. I n ongoing work, the authors are working on these issues and have made progress. It will also be of interest to develop good codes for these problems.
A tantalizing open question is the longstanding one of fractional vs. integral congestion. Our work shows that re-routing of fractional ows is necessary to improve on the worstcase relationship between fractional and integral congestion. Any progress on these questions should be of interest.
